Living Well at Home
Market Event
30th June 2016

Agenda
 Welcome, Introductions and Outline of the
afternoon – Ian Hobbs
 The Commissioning Landscape and Ambition
for LWAH – Ian Hobbs, Chris Morley and Becky
Foweraker
 Primary Provider Presentations
 Questions
 Summary and Next Steps
IH
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The Commissioning Landscape and
Ambitions
DCC – Ian Hobbs
NEW Devon CCG – Chris Morley
SD&T CCG – Rebecca Foweraker

IH
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Devon County Council






Continuing change
Financial pressures but also targeted investment
Innovation and market development
Demand and Supply Trends
Separate arrangements to
 Secure stability through shared hour arrangements in
Supported Living
 Meet the needs of people through unregulated care
and support
 …..But connections between them and LWAH will be a
feature of future developments

IH
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Clinical Commissioning Groups
 Implementing the NHS 5 Year Forward View: health and social care
integration
 NHS NEW Devon CCG Success Regime
 Sustainability and Transformation Plan:
 4 phases of care: Keeping people healthy, Self-Care, Locality based
Community Services, Safe and Sustainable specialist services
 Working in collaboration with voluntary sector, health and social care
providers
 Supporting people to be cared for at home
 Maintaining growth in personal care supply to meet increasing
demand
 Workforce development across the health and care sectors to build
capability of workforce to meet complex needs
 Personal care provision an essential partner in the health care system5
CM/RF
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Commissioners shared ambition
 Satisfied people – consistent, reliable, timely support
 A strengths-based approach that stresses
independence and outcomes
 A new way of working between commissioners and
providers and between providers
 A workforce that is stable, well trained and well
supported
 A sufficient and efficient market
 Demand that is effectively managed
 Delivery in the here and now but future focused
IH
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Key Messages
 There are 18 days until the new LWAH contract
goes live!
 All new packages which include an element of
regulated personal care will be purchased
through this contract
 The Primary Provider is responsible for all
referrals, care delivery (direct or non direct),
invoicing and quality assurance within their
zone(s)
 It is our intention that there will be no spot
purchasing outside of this contract.
IH
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Transitions
 The contract allows for the Primary Providers and
their partners (sub contractors) to transition their
current business into the new contract at the
Commissioners discretion and with required notice
periods.
 If you as a partner wish to transfer your legacy work
you should notify your primary provider who will
then notify the Commissioners using the ‘sub
contractor template’,
 Once agreed by commissioners the process for
transition will be adopted. Providers should not that
this will take some time to process.
IH
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Transitions
 The process requires;
 the Commissioners to update their finance/Carefirst
systems,
 the charging for care team to give notice to those people
where there is a change to their financial contribution
 the transition to be aligned to the next payment run.
 The intention is to complete this process as soon as
practical but it is noted due to the volume of care packages
at the beginning of the contract this may take longer than
would be the case once the contract has been operating
for some time and is ‘business as usual’.
 LD and 1 to 1 hours associated with accommodation with care
will not transfer at this time.
IH
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Questions from the audience

IH
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Introducing the Primary Provider team
Mears – Alan Long
MiHomecare – Darren Bierton
Devon Cares – Katherine Allen

IH
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Primary Providers shared ambition
We all want to work together…
 Customer satisfaction
 Rewarding career in care
 Quality
 Innovation
 Added value, diversity of private and public
sector models
 Supporting Whole system – sustainability
 Releasing time to care
??
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Primary Provider Presentations
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Alan Long
Executive Director

AL
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Introduction to Mears

Housing

Care and Support

Energy

New Homes

• We have grown from being a small provider in Gloucestershire
• We have achieved this growth through service, partnership and
workforce focus
Estate Services

Home Improvements
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Some things we are proud of
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Mobility Champion
Customer Service Excellence
Award – 3 consecutive years
Top 100 Apprenticeships
Employer (over 400 apprentices)
Leader in Partnership based
working
Accredited training centres
Mears Foundation CharityFocussed on Social Isolation

•

•
•

•
•
•

Numerous structured work
experience programs for
schools, NEETS, People with
Learning Disabilities, Offenders
Fought for better terms and
conditions for care workers
ROSPA Gold and Platinum
Awards for Health and Safety
IIP for over 20 years
Externally led Social Value
Group
Supporting our Communities
(over 600 local projects)
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Working in Devon
We want partners not sub contractors
We want to work fairly and equitably
We will work together to improve service and workforce sustainability
We will work to reduce un-necessary back-office spend
Our primary role is to act as broker but will also have to build
capacity and capability where there are gaps
• We would ask our partners to be open with us on their cost of care
• We will support you where we can and help you grow your business
•
•
•
•
•
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Summary
• We know the care market is tough
• The system needs change
• We would like to do this change with you
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Key Contacts at Mears
• David Harborne
• Alan Long
• David Miles

Operations Manager
Executive Director
Chief Executive
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Darren Bierton
Business Development Executive

MP
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About us
One of the UK largest
providers of domiciliary care

We have 30 Branches in
South of England and Wales
We deliver c.60,000 hours of
care and support per week.
We employ over 4,000 office
and care staff.

“Our vision is to inspire our people to deliver worldclass healthcare services that you would choose for
yourself or a loved one and we have a very clear
mission to responsibly deliver quality services,
opportunity for our people, and sustainable growth.”

21

We are Part of the Mitie Group
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Service Lines and Coverage
Our core business is focused around
domiciliary care
Service Make Up
• 97% Domiciliary Care – including
84 Live In customers
• 1% Learning Disability - Southend
• 2% Reablement, Sleeping and
Waking Nights

Locally we currently deliver services
in Exeter, Okehampton and
Plymouth
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Why Did We Tender
• Established care provider in the South West
• Currently have a active contract with Devon which
we wanted to extend
• We want to be apart of redefining the way care is
delivered
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Our Approach To The Contract
As lead provider our approach is to grow in Okehampton with a
safe and controlled strategy to ensure a quality service is offered
and the integrity of the care market is maintained.
What That Means
As part of our approach MiHomecare will aim to take on
packages that:
• Fit into over coverage area and runs
• Is a service that MiHomecare can offer
• Engage partner providers to locate the best provider to pick
up a package if it falls outside of this
• We will also safeguard the market by looking to partner with
providers that can add additional value
• Pro-active engagement with the Zone 8 community to help
our customers achieve their desired outcomes
25

Issues & Opportunities
Issues:
• Coverage and Volume of Work – Zone 8 has a large coverage
area with a low volume of work. Work is cluster to a few small
areas otherwise is a very rural location
Opportunities:
• “Helicopter” View on Market – As the prime provider
MiHomecare will have a “Helicopter” view of all packages
being provided. This will allow us to work with our partner
providers to look at work under the new contract to optimise
runs/work for all.
• Chance to work with service user in a more outcome based
way
• Opportunity for providers to grow and develop unique services
in the market

26

Katherine Allen
Deputy Director of Strategy and Innovation

KA
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Northern Devon Healthcare Trust’s
Vision

Everyone has the right
to be listened to and
treated fairly and with
dignity and respect

Delivering high-quality and sustainable
Have the courage to
do the right thing
every time, however
difficult

services that support your health and
wellbeing.

Endeavour to excel in
all that you do to serve
our patients

Introduction to Northern Devon
Healthcare NHS Trust
NDHT delivers hospital (NDDH and community hospital) and
community health and social care across Northern and Eastern
Devon
4,500 staff and turnover of £230+ million
Recognised nationally for:
• Our vision of joining up health and social care
• Supporting the shift of care from hospitals to people’s homes
(delivering care to 7000 people across Devon in their own homes)

Under this contract NDHT will not directly deliver care, but as prime
provider we will use our vision, our size and our experience in
partnership working, quality improvement and innovation to
support the domiciliary care market.

Introduction to Devon Cares
Devon Cares is the brand name of the new service delivered by the
contract between NDHT and its commissioners.
Use the breadth of expertise and vision of the NHS to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continually raise standards of care
Offer services that support independence at home
Offer better pay and conditions
Improved recruitment and retention – Care Certificate
More training and career opportunities
Greater commercial certainty for providers
More integration with existing health and social care services
Collaboration and working together to solve problems.

Our contract with DCC/CCGs
Zone 1: Bideford, Northam,
Great Torrington and
Holsworthy

2
1

3

Have the courage to
do the right thing
8
every time, however
4
difficult

7

6
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Everyone has the right
Zone 2: Ilfracombe,
Lynton,
to be listened
to and
fairly and
Lynmouth,treated
Barnstaple
andwith
dignity and respect
South Molton

Zone 3: Tiverton, Crediton
and Cullompton

Endeavour to excel in
all that you do to serve
our patients

Commissioners

Our approach

Devon County Council / NEW Devon CCG / Torbay and South
Devon CCG / Devon Partnership Trust

Devon Cares Locality Management Board (LMB)
Devon Cares Brokerage
Normal 4hours to 2 days brokerage / Emergency Cover
Team / Hard
to Reach
Everyone
has the
right

Have the courage to
Zone
1
do the right
thing
every time,
Tierhowever
1 + LMB
members
difficult
Specialist/Niche LMB
members
Specialist/Niche
(normal)
Tier 2 providers

Zone 2
Tier 1 + LMB
members

to be listened to and
treated fairly and with
Zonerespect
3
dignity and
Tier 1 + LMB
members

Specialist/Niche LMB
Specialist/Niche LMB
Endeavour
membersto excel in
members
all that you do to serve Specialist/Niche
Specialist/Niche
our patients
(normal)
(normal)
Tier 2 providers

Tier 2 providers

Why we tendered…..
• Move to outcomes-based commissioning
• Offering providers a consistent and sustainable price
for packages of care
• No spot and no sub-contracting
• Innovation and quality
• Improving the whole system:
•
•
•

Links between dom, social and health care
Admission avoidance: the equivalent of 500 care canaries
providing early warning
Facilitating discharge and improving enablement

Strategic opportunities
Our knowledge of the health system
Support the drive to reduce variance and inconsistency in care
Home is the default unless unsafe
System resilience
Everyone has the right
Use the brand of the NHS to encourage care careers to be listened to and
treated fairly and with
Have the courage to
Share best practice do
and
QI
dignity and respect
the right thing
every time, however
difficult
Endeavour to excel in
all that you do to serve
our patients

Questions from the audience

IH
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Contract & Relationship Management
DCC – Chris Eiserbeck

CE
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Contract & Relationship Management
(Structure & Leads)
Joint Co-ordinating
Commissioning
Group (JCCG)
LWAH Programme
Board

Contract
Partnership
Board

CRMT

Devon
Dialogue

CE

Devon
Innovation

Quality
Assurance

Business
Systems &
Processes

Project Phases: 1 (0-3 months) Mobilisation
2: (3-12 Months) Embedding Change
3. (1-7 years) Business as Usual
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Contract and Relationship Management
Wider Market
Engagement PEN

LWAH Providers

CRMT/PRIMES

CE
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•Frequency: Quarterly
•ASC Commissioning / PEN
•Locality based
•Open to Whole Market
• Frequency: Quarterly
• Joint Primary Provider / IMM
Commissioning Team
• Partner Providers
• Frequency: Monthly tactical,
Quarterly performance review
• IMM Commissioning Team /
Primary Provider

Quality Assurance, Performance
Management & Service User experience






CE

Prime and Partner Annual Surveys
Co-ordinate surveys from multiple agencies
Validating Returns
Identifying trends
Ongoing transparent & open dialogue
Responsive development and improvement
plans
 Shared learning
within
the
system
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